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wigshafen and E. Merck, Darmstadt, participate as industrial partners, we aimat an integrated and flexible access to
Many
different resourcesare neededfor analyzingrelethe underlying, autonomous, heterogeneous information
vant experimental
data in drugdesign.Currentlythis data is
bases and the integrated usage of different algorithmic
difficult to access,because
it is storedin heterogeneous
datatools. Onegoal is to providean integrated databasethat satbases, spreadover manyplatforms,poorlyinterconnected,
isfies the informationneedsof drug designers whenthey inincomplete,
erroneous,or just notelectronicallyavailable.In
vestigate the receptor-ligand docking problem.
orderto establisha highqualitydatabasefor drugdesignwe
Duringthe analysis phaseof the project it has turned out,
havedevelopeda newdemand-driven
methodology
for intethat
the existing data is spread over different platforms in
grating andsemanticallyenrichingheterogeneous
data from
different
formats or is not available in electronic format at
differentresearchareasandfor migratingthe datainto an oball.
A
common
data modelas well as flexible and efficient
ject-oriented databasemanagement
system.In this waywe
access
mechanisms
are missing. The data itself is often erhaveestablisheda databasecontainingwell-prepared,releroneous
or
incomplete,
data in different databases is overvant data neededfor drugdesignandofferingthe advantages
lapping
and
sometimes
inconsistent. Existing solutions
of modem
d~tatmsetechnology,like a comprehensive
obj ectlike
hard-wired
applications
over file-based databases do
orienteddata model,a flexible declarativequerylanguage
not
solve
these
problems.
We
have decided to develop in
and supportfor persistent storageandsharingof data in a
close
collaboration
with
biomolecular
scientists and drug
multi-user environment.
designers a system exploiting modemdatabase technology.
In this way we achieve a unique high quality database,
1 Introduction
whichis of high interest for researchers in drug design and
Newbiomolecular and computational methods have led
relieves themfrom dealing with technical details as far as
to an explosion in the available biomoleculardata. Thusthe
possible.
electronic managementof large biomolecular databases
As a platform we use an object-oriented database manhas becomean important application area of computational
agement system for two reasons. Using database managetools. The developmentof biomolecular databases is typimenttechnology provides different services for free, like
cally driven
bytheimmediate
needs
ofa particular
research the support of a structured data model, flexible retrieval
task,
e.g.structure
elucidation
ofproteins.
Therefore
the
mechanismsand persistent storage and sharing of data in a
emerging
databases
arespecialized
andnotnecessarily multi-user environment. Object-oriented data modelsproreadytouseforotherresearchers.
Forexample,
drugdevide flexibility, expressiveness and extensibility. These
signers
areinterested
inobtaining
newinsights
intotheinfeatures are needed to adequately represent the complex
teraction
of proteins
andligands
byanalyzing
existing
exdata occurring in research.
perimental
data.
Therelevant
dataforthispurpose
isspread
In this paper we want to report on the approach we are
over3Dstructure
databases,
ligand
d~_t~_bascs
or protein taking in order to integrate the existing databases and other
mutation
databases,
justtonamea few.
I, a research available data. Existing approaches are not sufficient to
Within
thenational
jointproject
REI.IWE
cover our requirements. In the computerscience area of daconsortium
forthe"Computation
andPrediction
ofReccp- tabase integration typically strong assumptions are made
tor-Ligand
Interaction",
in whichEMBLHeidelberg
and
on the resource databases, like the availability of database
GIVlDparticipate
as research
institutions
andBASF,Ludschemasor query languages for these databases. The inI.Thisworkissupported
bytheGerman
"Bundcsministerium
tegration and enrichment of data is mainly treated on a
farBikiung
undWissenschaff’
BMBW,
grantnumber
schemalevel, while the maindifficulties in our project are
011B302E.
encountered whenintegrating existing data on an object
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level. Ona physical level these approachesare directed to
virtual access to the integrated data, while weneed for performancereasons direct physical access.
In the practice of biomoleculardatabases different approaches exist to integrate existing file-based databases.
Someintegrate and enrich existing databases producing a
file-hased database covering a particular specialized aspect, like SWISSPROT
(Balroch & Boecknumn1991) for
protein sequences. Others integrate heterogeneous databases using database managementsystems without semantically integrating or enrichingthe data, like IGD(Ratter et
al. 1994) for genomicdata. So we have developed our own
methodologyfor integrating and semantically enriching
heterogeneousdata from different research areas, and for
migrating the data into an object-oriented database managementsystem. Conceptually we follow the so-called federated database approach (Sheth & Larson 1990), where
existing databases are integrated by mappingtheir schemas
into one commonintegrated schema. During the integration process additional information in terms of complex
transformations, enrichments and relationships of the existing data needto be specified; whichcan only be doneusing a lot of specialized expert knowledge.Our methodology allows the experts to specify this knowledgein an easy
yet formal way, such that an automated process can derive
the integrated database from this information.
We use the object-oriented
DBMSVODAK
developed
at GMD-IPSI
as the basis for our prototype.It is the first database that exploits the advantagesof object-oriented database managementtechnology for realizing a value-added,
integrated database for research on drug design. Fwst results showthat the majorbenefits for the user are the provision of a semantically rich data model, mechanismsto support the integration and enrichmentof existing data, and the
possibility of efficient and flexible access to the data by
meansof a declarative query language. In particular some
of the advancedfeatures of VODAK,
like extensibility of
the data modelas well as query language and processing,
proveto be useful.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the current state in biomoleculardatabases. In Section
3 we discuss the requirements that have arisen in the RELIWEproject. In Section 4 we give a short account of the
VODAK
database managementsystem. Section 5 contains
the core of the paper by presenting the integration methodology. In Section 6 we illustrate the approachby meansof
examples. Weconclude in Section 7.
2

Data management
chemistry

in btomolecular

Biomolecular databases. Intensive research in the
field of molecular biology has lead to massive amountsof
heterogeneousdata. Dueto the fact that manyof these data-

bases have emergedfrom the immediateneeds of particular
research tasks, they often have a strong thematic binding to
a specialized area. Over hundred biomolecular databases
are knowntoday. Their numberand size is rapidly growing.
Typically these databases are file based, like PDB(Nishikawa et al. 1977), SWISSPROT,
or PIR (Barker et al.
1991), and makeno use of the benefits that moderndatabase technologyoffers. A large part of the functionality,
like the support of a data model,the maintenanceof integrity constraints or the retrieval of data, are hardwiredinto application programs.Withregard to these functionalities the
resulting systems thus lack flexibility against modifications. This is a major drawbackin a rapidly evolving research area like molecularbiology. In order to advancebeyondpurely file-based solutions, there have been attempts
to use relational database technology. SESAM
(Huysmans
et al. 1991) and BIPED(Islam &Sternberg 1989) are built
on top of commercialrelational database systems. A first
step in the direction of using object-oriented database
technology was madewith P/FDM(Kempet al. 1994), that
is based on a functional object oriented data modeland is
implemented on top of PROLOG.
Other object-oriented
approachesuse C++class libraries for accessing fiat file
databases, like PDBTool
(Changet al. 1994), special purpose object storage systems, like ACEDB
(Durbin &Thierry-Mieg 1994), or commercial C++based object-oriented
database management systems, like MapBase(Goodman
1995).
Integration of biomoleeular .datalmses. Most of the
databases mentioned above focus on a particular kind of
data, like PDBon protein structures. On the other hand
these databases contain complementaryand overlapping
information. Thus the integration of these databases becomesa major issue.
In the database community there exist several approaches, that address the issue of database integration.
Overviewscan be found in (Sheth &I.arson 1990), where
basic terminology is introduced, e.g. multidatabase systems, multidatabase languages or federated database systems. Besides the approaches from the more general database-oriented viewpoint, there have been manyprojects
that focus directly on the biomolecularapplication domain.
In (Sillince &Sillince 1993) an overviewover integration
efforts in the field is given, especially for integrating protein structure and sequencedatabases.
One approachis CAN/SND
(Woodet al. 1989), the Canadian Scientific NumericDatabase Service, that allows
commonaccess to available online databases. Another approach is ISIS (Akrigget al. 1988), the Integrated Sequence
Structure Database,that allows access to two integrated datahases, namely OWLand BIPED. OWLis an integrated
sequence database from NBRFand SWISSPROT
and contains translated sequences from CrenBankoBIPEDcontains
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sequence and structure data by using the underlying relational database system ORACLE.
Nentrez from NCBIoffers a client for local workstations that contacts an integrated database server via the internet. The server database
integrates manybiomolecular, medical and literature databases and offers commonaccess to these. IGDprovidesan
integrated genomicdatabase (Ritter et at. 1994). Different
approachesprovide integration on user interface level, like
XBio(Kamelet at. 1993).

3 Environmentalcharacteristics
For the realization of our integrated databaseit is crucial
to consider the requirementsof the users, both from industrial and academicresearch. Our aim is to build up a highquality integrated protein-ligand database to support the
analysis of data, whichis relevant for the investigation of
the receptor-ligand docking problem. The attribute highquality comprises two aspects of equal importance:
1.
The contents of the database must be of high quality.
This is achieved by combiningdifferent information
resources, correcting the data from these resources
and enriching it by data, that is electronically not
available.
2.
The access to the database must be of high quality.
This is achieved by of enabling an easy understanding
of the available data and operations, providing flexible retrieval capabilities to support user requests,
and efficient processingof these requests.
From the existing environment the following requirements have been derived.
Use of preexisting data. Wewant to use preexisting
data as far as possible. A minimalrequirementis to provide
data from the PDB, SWISSPROT,
PIR protein databases
and from the (proprietary) MACCS
small molecule database used in pharmaceutical research. Additionally we use
DSSP-files for secondary structure definitions and HSSPfiles for alignments. One commonproperty of all these
public and proprietary databases is, that they are autonomous. This meansthat we cannot exert any control on these
databases. Wehave to consider updates and versions of the
external databases.
Enrichment and preparation of data. Due to lack of
structure, different nomenclaturesand possibly errors, for
our purposesthe publicly available data is not ready for use.
Thus we must perform transformations, e.g. for different
numbering schemes for residues in sequences and structures. Someof themcan be done automatically, others must
be carried out manually. Correcting and subsequently combining data fromdifferent databases is a challenging, intellectual task, that can only performedby an expert from the
area. This process also includes an appropriate selection of
data. as the available databases mayalso contain data we
are not interested in.
172 ISMB--95

Additionof dat&Datathat is not available in electronic
form has to be supplemented.Someoftbe data must be added manually,e.g. fromthe scientific literature, other data is
provided by applying computational analysis to existing
data, e.g. computingbond information from spatial coordinates and atom types.
Consideringthe whole integration process humaninteraction is an expensive subtask, comparedto other subtasks,
that can be dealt with in an automatedfashion.
Dataac__cess.Theultimate goal of the wholeprocess is to
enablea flexible and powerfulaccess to the data of interest.
This access must relieve the user from details of howthe
data is physically accessed. It must be supportedby powerful processing mechanism,that can also efficiently deal
with unanticipated requests. This is not possible in most
current systems, where queries cannot freely be formulated. Data access must be based on an easily understandable, yet expressive, modelof the data.
Updates. Improving, augmenting and processing the
preexisting data leads to derived data in the database. Updates on external databases haveto be maintainedin the integrated database in a consistent way. Wehave also to consider updates on the integrated database, e.g. users whoare
storing the result of their workand whowishto use those in
queries in combinationwith the standard database content.
Theseupdates have to be preserved in the case of propagation of updates of an external database. Immediatepropagation of updates is a minorissue. As weare not aimingat a
publicly available online database, it is reasonableto close
downthe database for expensive update operations.

4 The OODBMS VODAK
The protein ligand database is implementedon top of
the object-oriented database managementsystem VODAK
release 4.0 (VODAK
1995) developed at GMD-IPSI.The
object-oriented data modelis acceptedto be appropriate for
flexible modelling of the complexstructures and operational semantics, that are neededfor non-standarddatabase
application scenarios like molecular biology. VODAK
provides full database management
system functionality, ineluding schemacompiler, transaction management,object
management,
datadictionary, communication
management and query processing. It runs on top of
ObjectStore, whichis used for low-level storage.
Different features makeVODAK
particularly attractive
for our purposes. The object-oriented data model VML
(Klas et at. 1994)providesa metaclassconceptfor tailoring
the datamodel to specific application domalns~Thus semantic concepts that are characteristic for an application
domaincan be provided as new data modelling primitives,
which extend the core data model. The declarative SQLlike query language allows the usage of methodcalls and
path expressions within queries, and thus enables flexible
and intuitive access to the database. A powerful, extensible
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Figure 1: The conceptual database schema
query optimization module, based on algebraic optimization techniques, allows to incorporate application-specific
optimization strategies, which are particularly important
whencomplexcalculations or expensive access operations
to external databases are involvedin declarative queries.
5 Database

Integration

Approach

SchemaIntegration. In the following we adhere to the
terminologythat is used in the live-level architecture of the
federated database systems approach. Within our project
first a conceptualschemahas been defined intellectually in
a collaboration of computer scientists and biomoleeular
and biochemicalexperts (Figure 1). Dueto the expressiveness of the object-oriented data model it is relatively
straightforward to mapthis modelinto an object-oriented
integrated database schema. This is the target schema
against whichusers pose queries. The different local database schemasof the external databases need to be translated to the common
data model. This leads to the component schema, which provides for each external database a
corresponding representation in the database system.
These classes provide database methodsfor accessing information from external flies. Finally a mappingfrom the
componentschemato the integrated schemais defined.
General Integration Methodology. The integration
process is decomposedinto two phases, as depicted in Figure 2. In the first phase, the biomolecular-orientedspecification and preparation phase (BP), data is prepared under
biomolecular and biochemical aspects and in the second

phase, the data-management-oriented integration phase
(DP), the data is integrated within a database management
system. In the BPwe want to remainas flexible as possible,
thus we perform processing outside the particular DBMS
in
use. In the DPwe makefull use of the processing capabilities of the DBMS.
Theresult of the BPis used as input to the
DPand consists of a set of intermediate files. Thesefiles
contain (1) corrected data fromexisting file databases, (2)
value-added data that has been prepared computationally
from existing data or madeavailable electronically and (3)
a specification of howto integrate this data into one integrated database, the so-called import specification. This
data is independentof the database systemused. Processing
in the BPis inherently semi-automatic- although eventually most of the steps are handled algorithmically and manual
intervention is neededfor few special cases - while processing in the DPcan be completely automatedand is uniquely
specified by the data providedin the BP.
This two phase integration methodologyleads to a clear
separation of application-specific and database-specific
problems, which meets existing spatial and personal
constraints and allows independent evolution of the techniques used in the two phases. This approach turned out to
be necessary in order to achieve within the project rapid
progress.
Blomolecular and biochemical data enrichment and
integration. At the beginningof the BPdata is either available in electronic form, on paper or in the heads of the researchers. The task within the BPis to prepare and combine
Hemm 173
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Figure 2: Twophase database integration
this information in a form and quality, allowing to apply
data management
techniques. This involves the subtasks of
definition of the database content, i.e. identifying and selecting the data that will be neededin the integrated protein-ligand database, the addition and correction of data
(needed for semantic enrichment), and the identification
relationships betweendata (needed for semantic integration).
The BPis a combinationof intellectual and automatable
steps. The question what can be handled algorithmically,
and what particular algorithms can be applied, can only be
answered by a person with deep expertise in the field.
Therefore, from a data managementpoint of view, at the
current stage one can support this process only by providing a well-defined interface for specifying the knowledge
gained in this process and provide it as input to the DP.
Whenthe project has progressed, one is in the position to
look for patterns that axe usable to reach a general methodology for the BP.
The syntactical representation of the corrected data and
value-added data is predetermined by pragmatic
constraints. Whenever
there preexists a format we use this,
e.g. in the case of corrected PDBdata, and for the value174 ISMB--95

addeddata we use formats that are similar to those of existing file databases.
TheImport specification. The import specification is
neededto define the mappingof the data in the external databases to the integrated databaseon an object level. For the
import specification we have defined a specification language. The languageis tailored to the needsof later processing, i.e. it can be easily parsed, can be edited by humans
and can be easily extended. It resemblesin its syntactical
format the formats of the existing databases, whichsimplifies handling by the expert from the field. An exampleis
given in Figure 3. It allows to express the different functionalities neededfor integration. Possible actions that can
be specified are
Generationof a newobject in the integrated database.
1.
2.
Mapping
of an external object to an object of the integrated database.
3.
Establishmentof relationships betweenobjects of the
integrated database.
4.
Additionof data to objects of the integrated database.
5.

Correction of attributes of objects of the integrated
database.

# specific=ion ~ a protein ligand comp~x
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LigandModel:
FCA Iml FCA.moI2
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ProteinModel:
labf pml pdblabf.ent
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Complex: cl
ComplexProtein:
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Figure 3: Import specification
The user whois fluent with the integrated schemaand
the available external databases can easily capture the semanticsof the different actions. Certain constraints haveto
he observed within the import specification, e.g. only objects mayhe interlinked or corrected whichhave been previously generated. Conflicts occurring due to overlapping
instances in external databases must he resolved manually
within the import specification. In order to support the user
whenediting this clamappropriate tools are envisaged, e.g.
for maintainingconsistency constraints.
Generation of the import specification. Besides the
preparation and correction of existing file-based 4a~t~bases
the generation of the import specification is the most important step in the BP. In the following we describe a concrete exampleof howdata is prepared for generating the
import specification.
A considerable fraction of the PDBentries also contains
the coordinates of houndligands. In order to identify these
receptor-ligand complexeswe have realized a parser which
scans the entire PDBdatabase for small molecules such as
substrates, inhihitors, cofactors, prosthetic groups and
metal ions. Solvent molecules and molecules which are
covalenfly linked to the receptor are ignored. Identified receptor-ligand complexesare entered in the importspecification and cross-referenced with other objects in the database (Figure 4).
For processing the receptor proteins in a first phasethe
parser extracts the coordinates of each receptor atom and
the amino acid sequence. Missing atoms, chain breaks are
identified and reported. Solvent accessibility
and
secondary structure are calculated by executing the DSSPprogram (Kabsch &Sander 1983). In a second phase the
parser producesfor each chain of the receptor cross-references to the following databases: SWISSPROT,
the protein

Figure 4: Generation of the import specification in the BP
(shaded boxes indicate data whereaswhite hexes indicate
processes).
sequence database, PItL the protein sequence database of
the Protein Identification Resource, EMBL
(Higgins et al.
1992), PROSITE,the dictionary of Protein Sites and
Patterns (Balroch 1992) and PMD,the protein mutant database. Cross-references are used to scan the SWISSPROT
and PMDdatabases for the following additional
information:
¯

Sequenceconflicts: The parser comparesthe sequence
of each chain of the receptor with the corresponding
sequence from SWISSPROT
for conflicts such as
insertion and deletions, residues missing due to
disorders, conflicting and ambiguous experimental
results (e.g. aminoacids typed as ASX,GLXor UNK).

¯

Mutations and modifications: For each receptor chain
the parser searches SWISSPROTand PMD for
information about mutations and modifications (e.g.
acylation, glyeosylations or phorphorylations).
Sequential position, type of mutation or modification
and influence on stability or function are extracted.
Sequential positions of mutations and modifications
from the SWISSPROTand PMD databases
are
automatically
converted to the PDB sequence
numbering system.
For processing the Ligands, they are identified by
searching PDB-files for HETATM-records.
Trivial names
are extracted from the HET-records. If present, the CONECT-recordsare used to determine the connectivity of the
ligand atoms. If CONECT-~co~sare absent, the
connectivity is derived from the interatomic distances. In
order to facilitate a detailed analysis of the molecular
interaction between ligands and receptors bonding orders
and hybridisation states are derived from bondlengths and
bond angles and checked for correctness manually (Barber
Hemm
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Figure 5: Realisation of the database integration (DP)
& Hodgkin 1992) (Meng & Lewis 1991). Finally
ligands are transformed to the MOL2-format
of MDL.
Data Integration. In the DPthe following tasks have to
be performed.
(1) syntactical transformation, i.e. parsing of the textual
representations, in order to generate object-oriented
data structures according to the componentschemas,
that can be processed by the DBMS.
(2) semantic enrichment, i.e. using the modelling mechanismsthat the DBMS
offers, in order to provide a semantically rich representation of the data to improve
the efficiency of processingfor retrieval.
In most realizations of the federated database approach
the existing databasesare only virtually integrated, i.e. the
integrated database obtains data from the external databases on request (’call by need’). In our case there exists
fine-grained access to the external databases. Thusiterated
parsing of external files for obtaining small units of information or repetitive computation of complex transformations wouldbe required. As the import specification
is declarative, it does not specify howdata integration is to
be performed operationally. So we choose to physically
replicate the data, i.e. actively populatethe integrated database in a ’forward driven’ manner.(For other reasons supporting physical migration of data in the context of federated database systems see, e.g., (Radeke& Scholl 1994)).
The population of the integrated database proceeds as
follows. A top level procedure realized as database method
in the componentschemainterprets the import specification. Eachstatement in the import specification triggers an
appropriate method call in the database. For example a
mappingfrom an external object to an object of the integrated database is realized by a methodinitiating a parsing
procedure on the correspondingexternal file, creating the
176 ISMB-95

representative object in the componentschema and then
instantiating the correspondingobject(s) in the integrated
schema. Within this methodindex structures maybe set up
and integrity constraints within the database are checked.
Objects of the component and integration schema are
linked appropriately,such that for every data item its origin
can be derived. This is essential for keeping track of updates in the external databases. Theseupdates lead to a reload of the replicated data, occur howeveronly rarely.
Implementation. The implementation of the integrated
database is done on top of the OODBMS
VODAK
using
VML
for specifying the database schema. In several method implementations external C-H- code was used. Currently the database contains 1495 proteins, 2613 chains and
secondary structures, 559 ligands in 1906 protein-ligand
complexes and 1536 metal-ion complexes. There are 1195
chain modifications and 5096 chain mutations loaded. The
integrated database containing all replicated objects occupies about 500 MBdiskspace.
6 Examples
A sample population step. Figure 6 illustrates the semantic enrichment of chain and protein data. The implicit
knowledge, that a particular SWlSSPROT
chain occurs
twice in a protein is formulatedexplicitly in the specification file (load.vcl in Figure6). This results in the following
representation in the integrated schema:the chain object
derived from SWlSSPROT,
is specialized to two proteinchain objects (specialization is indicated by a brokenarrow). The two protein-objects can then occur as part of
protein. Theyare existence-dependent on the protein they
belong to and cannot be shared by other proteins.
A sample query. In this section we want to give an impression of the querying capabilities one obtains with our
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Figure 6: Populating the database with a multichain protein.
approach. The examplequery illustrates (i) the possibility
to access protein and ligand data that has been previously
stored in separateddatabases, (ii) the ability to navigate
the integrated schema,and (iii) the usage of complexalgorithms within the query.
The task of the query is to find all complexesthat are
similar to a particular protein-lJgand complex.Similarity
between complexesis expressed by a high chain homology
of the involved protein chains and a common
substructure
of the involved ligands. The computationof the homology
Coy the Needleman/Wuuschalgorithm) and substructure
search is done via algorithms that are available within the
database system. The result of the query are the namesof
complexes found.
ACCESScomplex.name
FROM
protein IN db::Protein, chainiN protein.chains,
Ilgand IN db::Ugand,complex
IN db::Complex,

complexchain
IN complex.protein.chains
WHERE
protein.nameffi = ’labf AND
chain->NWaiignment(complexchain)
> = 0.8 AND
complex.ligand-> hasSubstructure(’CC(=
O)O’)
The ACCESS
clause specifies the desired output (i.e. the
complex name). The FROM
clause allows to bind variable
names to sets of objects, either specified by classes or
reached by navigation. The WHERE
clause provides the
selection condition. Weare interested in a special protein
(protein.name
ffi = ’1 abf’) and weare searchingthe homologousones(chain- > NWaiignment(complexchain)
> ffi 0.8
The ligand of the complex must have the specified substructure given in Smiles code format (i.e. ligand->hasSubstrueture(’CC(=O)O’)
). Path expressions allow to
gate along related classes by following links, e.g. complex.protein.chains (comparealso Figure 1).
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7 Conclusion
Wehave presented an approach for building a high quality receptor-ligand information base for drug design. This
is the first approach that makes data from heterogeneous resources from biomolecular
and biochemical research
available in an integrated and enriched way within an object-oriented
database management system. For this purpose we had to develop our own integration methodology.
Wehave arrived at a working system that opens the way
for further research. The process of data preparation needs
to be further investigated in order to be able to support this
phase with appropriate tools. With regard to data processing, in particular the investigation of application-specific
optimizations strategies for queries will be in the center of
interest~ For supplementary information, like literature databases, where performance is a minor issue, external databases will be integrated virtually.
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